Nano neuro knitting: Peptide nanofiber scaffold for brain repair and axon regeneration with functional return of vision
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Nanotechnology is often associated with materials fabrication, microelectronics, and miniaturization. Until now, the use of nanotechnology and molecular self assembly in biomedicine to repair injured brain structures has not been explored. To achieve axonal regeneration after injury in the CNS, several formidable barriers must be overcome, such as scar tissue formation after tissue injury, gaps in nervous tissue formed during phagocytosis of dying cells after injury, and the failure of many adult neurons to initiate axonal extension. Using the mammalian visual system as a model, we report that a designed self-assembling peptide nanofiber scaffold creates a permissive environment for axons not only to regenerate through the site of an acute injury but also to knit the brain tissue together. In experiments using a severed optic tract in the hamster, we show that regenerated axons reconnect to target tissues with sufficient density to promote functional return of vision, as evidenced by visually elicited orienting behavior. The peptide nanofiber scaffold not only represents a previously undiscovered nanobiomedical technology for tissue repair and restoration but also raises the possibility of effective treatment of CNS and other tissue or organ trauma.

The peptide scaffold in our experiments created a permissive environment for axonal growth while discouraging or preventing the scar formation that normally occurs at an early stage. This material appears to offer a treatment for ameliorating or bypassing tissue disruptions after neuronal damage.

SAPNs are synthetic biological materials formed through the assembly of ionic self-complementary peptides (23–30) and are designed by using alternating positive and negative L-amino acids that form highly hydrated scaffolds in the presence of physiological-concentration salts, i.e., saline, tissue culture media, physiological solutions, or human body fluids such as cerebrospinal fluid (23–25) (Fig. 1b). The scaffold consists of β-sheet ionic peptide containing 50% charged residues (23–25). A number of additional self-assembling peptides have been designed, synthesized, and characterized for salt-facilitated matrix formation (23–25). The SAPNS consists of interwoven nanofibers (Fig. 1c), and the individual fibers are ~10 nm in diameter. The nanofiber density correlates with the concentration of peptide solution (27).

This designed peptide nanofiber scaffold provides several benefits over currently available polymer biomaterials: (i) The peptide scaffold forms a network of nanofibers that are similar in scale to the native extracellular matrix and therefore provides an “in vivo” environment for cell growth, migration, and differentiation (27); (ii) it can be broken down into natural L-amino acids and potentially used by the surrounding tissue, because the majority of the material is excreted in the urine (31); (iii) it is synthetic and free of chemical and biological contaminants that typically are present in animal-derived biomaterials such as many collagen (32); and (iv) it appears to be immunologically inert, thus avoiding the problem of neural tissue rejection. All of these attributes make it very attractive for using the peptide scaffold scaffold in both in vitro and in vivo studies.

Our previous studies show that the SAPNS can support the attachment of a variety of mammalian primary cells in tissue culture (23–25). Additionally, one of the peptide scaffolds, arginine, alanine, aspartate, and alanine (RADA)16-I (Fig. 1a) supports not only the growth of PC12 cells (25) but also the formation of functional synapses in vitro using rat primary hippocampal neurons (25). Thus, RADA-I supports a wide range of neuronal growth and development using both in vitro and in situ cell culture systems.
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A tissue gap caused by deep transection of the optic tract in the hamster midbrain (Fig. 2 a and b) and injection of saline can completely block reinnervation of the superior colliculus (SC) by the retina even at young ages [postnatal days (P) 2–9] when the axons typically have more regenerative potential (33). Saline was used, because it is the standard irrigant for most neurosurgical procedures and is considered to be benign in the brain. Before the use of the SAPNS, we demonstrated substantial recovery of visual-orienting behavior in hamsters using a peripheral nerve optic tract bridge model (34).** In this model, the optic tract was completely severed at the brachium of the SC, and the reconnection of the optic tract was accomplished with several surgically implanted segments of sciatic nerve taken from one of the animals’ legs (35).** However, the use of this model often results in leg disabilities in experimental animals (34, 35).**

In an attempt to facilitate optic tract regeneration with restoration of function, without additional clinical complications, we asked whether the SAPNS could create a permissive environment for regeneration in the damaged tissues as a substitute for sciatic nerve grafts. We examined both short- and long-term effects of injecting a peptide scaffold into the wound site in both young and adult animals using this model. (Fig. 2 a and b).

Here we report that the SAPNS not only permitted significant axonal growth through the site of the treated lesion, partially restoring the optic tract, but also resulted in the return of functional vision in brachium transected experimental adult animals. We show that use of this biological nanofiber scaffold (24, 25, 36) is an effective approach to facilitate the reconstruction of a continuous tissue substrate after CNS injury.

**Results**

**Gap Closure and Healing in the Brain.** In the first experiment, we applied 10 µl of the 1% SAPNS solution within the knife wound (1.5 mm deep and 2.0 mm wide) inflicted in the midbrain (in the rostral part of the SC) in P2 hamsters (37, 38). A schematic illustration of a parasagittal section of the dorsal midbrain of a hamster shows the location of the injury (Fig. 2b).

In all SAPNS-treated cases, the gap created in the tissue during injury was reduced in the first 24 h after surgery (Fig. 2d) and was reduced or completely eliminated at all later time points, 72 h (not shown), 30 days (Fig. 2f), and 60 days after surgery (Fig. 2 g and h). In the bright-field figure (Fig. 2h), tissue disruption is discernable only near the base of the cut (bottom arrow). In the dark-field photo (Fig. 2g), the cut area is indicated by arrows and shows healing that has become distorted over time because of development. The SAPNS appears to knit the tissue together. If the material was not optically transparent, it would be impossible to see the interface. We believe that this tight interface, coupled with the material’s ability after self assembly to move with properties similar to those of the brain, serves to create a seamless junction between the tissue and the material. In contrast, the gap caused by the transection in the animals injected with 10 µl of saline remained visible by gross examination at all corresponding time points when examined at 24 h (Fig. 2c), 72 h, 30 days (Fig. 2e), and 60 days. When the tissue gaps in all lesioned animals are ranked and the treated experimentals are compared to the lesioned, saline-injected controls, there is no overlap. The rankings were made by three independent observers who did not know the group affiliations. The treatment effect was highly significant (Mann–Whitney U test, n = 10, 6, U = 0, P < 0.001).

**Axons Regenerated Through the Treated Lesion.** For anatomical evidence of axons regenerating through the lesion sites, we used a fluorescently tagged cholera-toxin subunit B (CT-B) fragment, which is taken up in retinal ganglion cells and transported to axon terminals. This tracer served as a marker of regeneration across wounds in the treated animals or regeneration failure in the lesioned controls. In preparation for axon tracing, the animals with postoperative survival times of 30, 45, 60, and 90 days received intraocular injections of 1 µl of 1% CT-B conjugated with FITC (List Biological Laboratories, Campbell, CA) into the vitreous humor of the eye, contralateral to the SC surgery site, 4 days before death (39, 40).

Axon tracing results for the young and adult treated animals in both experiments showed evidence of axonal growth into the SC caudal to the lesion site. The histological results revealed that 92% of the peptide scaffold-treated cases showed labeled regenerated axons in the SC. There were no labeled axons found in the SC in the lesioned control animals.

In the first experiment, with P2 operated animals, dense projections were observed to cross the SAPNS-treated lesion site and terminate in the SC (Fig. 3b). The innervation density in young animals (Fig. 3c) is 78% of that in a normal animal. In this example of innervation density (magnified from Fig. 3b), the white color represents axons, or axon terminals, labeled from the retina. In the untreated (but lesioned) control group, this injury resulted in the formation of a cavity, with no axonal regeneration (Fig. 3a). The scar response caused axons to form retraction bulbs and resulted in the arrest of growth. The resulting cavity that formed after the lesion in controls prevented the tissue from reconnecting between the faces of the lesion, except for a small tissue bridge above the tissue gap in some cases. The labeled axons (in light green) terminate rostral to the cut and were unable to regenerate across the lesion in all control animals.

In the second experiment, we used 8-week-old (young adult) animals. The optic tract was transected at the brachium of the SC (Fig. 4 a and b), and 30 µl of 1% SAPNS was injected into the injury site of the treated cases. We found, in all of these animals, a complete lack of gaps in the injured tissue and the appearance of “healed” tissue in all cases examined at 30, 45, or 90 days after injury. In the first set of lesioned controls, 30 µl of saline was injected into the wound site. Histological results revealed that, in all animals injected with 1% peptide scaffold solution and not in any of the SAPNS, the tissue connected across the lesion at all time points (Mann–Whitney U test, n = 12, 13, U = 0, P = 0.001).

**Notes:**
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These adult cases showed results similar to the P2 operated animals at 30- and 60-day time points in Fig. 2. The lesions were healed in both young and adult animals. The two sides of the lesion came back together, and tissue appeared to be knitted together with little sign of the original lesion.

In the second experiment, with adult operated animals, axons have grown through the treated lesion site with an area of dense terminations in the SC in adults receiving the SAPNS solution (Fig. 4 c–e). In the best case, the SC was reinnervated to \( \approx 82\% \) of that of a normal animal (Fig. 4g). In addition, there are labeled fibers in the lower layers of the SC of regenerated axons closely resembling normal morphology. When comparing the SAPNS-treated cases with the lesioned saline-treated controls, we found that axons regenerated in the treated cases, and no axons regenerated in the controls (Fischer exact probability test, \( P = 0.0000008 \)).

We performed behavioral testing of the adult treated animals in experiment two for functional vision, as indicated by ability to orient toward a small object, and found that this visual ability had returned in 75% of these animals. The controls remained blind. We observed that the amount of axon reinnervation correlated with a return of functional vision in the SAPNS-treated adult animals (Spearman rank correlation, \( 0.91; n = 8, P < 0.01 \)), with 75% of the animals demonstrating visually guided behavior (Fig. 5 a–d), although the animals' turning responses to the stimulus were 29% slower than responses by normal animals. The graph illustrates two very important points (Fig. 5e): (i) 75% of the treated animals responded well to the stimulus (in blue), whereas the lesioned controls (in yellow) spontaneously turn at a rate below 30%, which is consistent with a spontaneous response rate by blind animals. The data points represent the average of each week's behavioral testing for the animals. Two treated animals did not reach the minimum reinnervation density and responded the same as the blind controls; this was because of vascular injury during surgery, and 95% of the SC was gone. (ii) As testing progressed, the treated group's vision got better, and the responses became more robust, suggesting that, with sufficient reinnervation and long-term rehabilitation, this effect can be amplified. Tests of the pupillary response to light showed positive responses in all animals that also showed visual orienting and in only one animal without such orienting, but with a small amount of regeneration.

**Discussion**

**Regenerated Axons Support Visual Behavior.** We showed that the treatment with SAPNS solution enabled reconnection of brain tissue after acute injury that resulted in functional behavioral recovery. The scaffold knitted together tissue in the mammalian CNS in both young and adult animals. Before the SAPNS, no treatment we tried created a permissive environment for axonal regeneration that allowed growth through the center of a lesion. These experiments show that, with a single SAPNS solution

![Fig. 2](image-url) SAPNS heals the brain in young animals. (a) Dorsal view reconstruction of the hamster brain with cortex removed. Rostral is to the left, and caudal is to the right. The blue line depicts the location of the optic tract transection made at P2 in the SC of the midbrain. Also shown: pretectal area (PT), lateral posterior nucleus (LP), medial geniculate body (MGB), lateral geniculate body (LGB), and inferior colliculus (IC). (b) Schematic illustration of a parasagittal section of the midbrain of a hamster, with the position and depth of the surgical knife cut indicated in the SC. Rostral is always to the left. Animals received an injection into the cut of 10 \( \mu l \) of saline in the controls or 10 \( \mu l \) of 1% SAPNS. The dark-field composite photos are parasagittal sections from animals 1, 30, and 60 days after lesion and treatment. Arrows indicate the path and extent of knife cut. Animals killed at 24 h after lesion and treatment: saline control animal (c) and SAPNS treatment (d). The treated case (d) has a very small gap, and the surface of the tissue has already started to reconnect both sides. (e and f) Thirty–day postlesion cases; e is a saline control, and f is an example of SAPNS-treated animals. Note the large gap in e. In the SAPNS treatment case (f), the gap is completely gone, and tissue has reconnected across the injury site. (g) Dark-field composite photo of a 60-day post-SAPNS solution-treated animal. (h) A corresponding bright-field picture. Note the lack of tissue disruption in the bright-field composite picture. All SAPNS solution-treated cases appear to have reconnected at the site of the lesion. [Scale bars, 500 \( \mu m \) (b), 100 \( \mu m \) (c–h).]

![Fig. 3](image-url) SAPNS allows axons to regenerate through the lesion site in brain. The dark-field composite photos are parasagittal sections from animals 30 days after lesion and treatment. (a) Section from brain of 30-day-old hamster with 10 \( \mu l \) of saline injected in the lesion at P2. The cavity shows the failure of the tissue healing. The retinal projections, in light green at the top left edge of the cavity, have stopped and did not cross the lesion. Arrows indicate path and extent of knife cut. (b) A similar section from a 30-day-old hamster with a P2 lesion injected with 10 \( \mu l \) of 1% SAPNS. The site of the lesion has healed, and axons have grown through the treated area and reached the caudal part of the SC. Axons from the retina are indicated by light-green fluorescence. The boxed area is an area of dense termination of axons that have crossed the lesion. Arrows indicate path and extent of knife cut. (c) Enlarged view of boxed area in b. The regrown axons, shown in white, were traced with cholera-toxin fragment B labeling by using immunohistochemistry for amplification of the tracer. [Scale bars, 100 \( \mu m \).]
treatment at the site of injury, it is possible to overcome a major barrier to CNS regeneration in the optic tract of hamsters.

Our previous work using the optic tract transection peripheral nerve bridge model showed that a minimum level of 42% of normal local axonal innervation density in the target area is required for return of functional vision. In two adult animals of the present study, one at 30- and another at 45-day survival, there was evidence of axons in the SC, but the innervation density reached <20% of normal density and, in agreement with the earlier study, failed to restore functional vision.

Because the SAPNS is highly hydrated, with ~99% water content, it can fill an irregular void before assembly and then assemble to form the molecular nanofiber scaffold. This *in situ* self-assembly property may be critical, because most other materials do not conform to irregular voids created by injuries. This kind of intimate contact between nanofibers and the extracellular matrix may be critical to facilitate cell–scaffold interaction, thus encouraging brain injury healing. We have shown here that axons grew across the lesion site in 100% of the SAPNS-treated cases in both young and old animals, and that visually guided behavior was found in 75% of the adult animals receiving the SAPNS. The percentage would have been higher, except the vascular injury during surgery caused the SC to almost completely disappear in two adults. When the behavioral testing results for orienting are examined, there is a trend of improved responses as the testing progresses over time. This orienting behavioral result agrees with the results that Dunlop et al. (20) have reported for lizards.

The SAPNS is nontoxic, and the degradation products, l-amino acids, could potentially be used by nearby cells for growth and repair. Coupled with the ability of the material to facilitate neural tissue reconstruction within the first 24 hours after injury, peptide scaffolds offer a promising alternative to autografts of peripheral nerve or other tissues for recovery from CNS injury. We also found, in each case where the peptide scaffold solution was injected in the brain, that there was no apparent inflammatory response as seen in the control cases, which resulted in considerable cell death and a tissue gap. We have recently

---

**Fig. 4.** Optic tract (OT) regenerated through lesion in adults. (a) Dorsal-view reconstruction of the hamster brain with cortex removed, as in Fig. 2a. Rostral is to the left, and caudal is to the right in all figures. The red line depicts the location of the OT transection at the brachium of the SC made at 8 weeks. (b and f) Schematic illustrations of parasagittal sections of the midbrain of a hamster, with the position and depth of the surgical knife cut indicated in the brachium of the SC. Animals received an injection of 30 μl of saline in the controls or 30 μl of 1% SAPNS solution. Two boxes in f show the locations of the dark-field pictures (c and e). (c) Dark-field photo of a parasagittal section from the brain of an 8-month-old hamster treated with SAPNS at the time of surgery in the lesion site. The yellow dots show the location of the lesion. The axons, shown by green fluorescence, have grown through the site of lesion and are reinnervating the SC. Note the lack of tissue disruption. The boxed area is enlarged in d. Dense regenerated axons, in green, have grown through the lesion site. The yellow dots mark the location where the lesion was made and the area of subsequent treatment. (e) Dark-field picture from the superficial layers of SC caudal to the lesion, at a higher magnification; shown are regenerated axons and their dense terminals (in white). (g) Dark-field photo of a parasagittal section from the brain of an 8-month-old hamster treated with SAPNS at the time of surgery (at age 8 wk) in the lesion site. The axons, shown by green fluorescence, have grown through the site of lesion and are reinnervating the SC at ~82% of normal density. Note the axon tracts in the deep layers of the SC. [Scale bars, 500 μm (b and f), 50 μm (c–e).]

---

**Fig. 5.** Optic tract regeneration and functional return of vision. This SAPNS-treated adult animal turns toward the stimulus in the affected right visual field in small steps, prolonged here by movements of the stimulus away from the animal. Each frame is taken from a single turning movement, at times 0.00 (a), 0.27 (b), 0.53 (c), and 0.80 (d) sec from movement initiation. The animal reached the stimulus in the last frame. This is 29% slower than most turns by a normal animal. The recording was made 6 weeks after surgery and treatment when the animal started to show a response. See Movies 1 and 2, which are published as supporting information on the PNAS website, for regenerated and control animals. (e) The graph shows the frequency (in percent) of response of all animals when a visual stimulus was presented to the eye connected to the treated optic tract (blue) or spontaneous turns of blind animals of the control group (yellow). The exceptions were the two animals that lost their SC after surgery; they were included in the average of the controls, because there was no difference in their response compared with the controls. On the x axis is the session number. Testing started 6 weeks after surgery (error bars SEM).
learned that the material is broken down, and most of it is excreted in the urine in 3–4 weeks, depending on the volume of SAPNS solution used at 1% concentration (31). In addition, the spleen, brain, and lungs were checked by us for any molecular aggregations and evidence of blood clots at time points of 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 30, 45, 60, and 90 days in both young and adult animals; none were found by using gross inspection as well as histological staining in the brain and lungs (preliminary data not shown here).

It is not clear exactly how the SAPNS promotes the closing of neural tissue gaps enabling axon regrowth. It is likely that it interacts at the nanoscale level with the extracellular matrix on both sides of the lesion. It is plausible that the SAPNS may promote cell migration into the lesion area, which creates a growth-permissive environment enabling axons to grow through the treated lesion site. It is also possible that it brings the two sides of the lesion together through a contractile process.

By using the designed SAPNS solution, we have facilitated CNS healing and have overcome some of the barriers to CNS axon regeneration previously thought to be nearly impenetrable. This allowed functional recovery demonstrated by a return of lost vision. Using nanobiomedical technology and molecular self assembly to repair brain structures opens up a new field and a new source of hope for efficacious treatment of CNS trauma. This successful outcome gives us a glimpse of what reconstructive brain surgery may hold for the future.

Materials and Methods

Young Animals. In vivo applications to brain wounds were carried out by using 53 P2 Syrian hamster pups, anesthetized with whole-body cooling. The scalp was opened, and the optic tract within the SC was completely severed with a deep knife wound through a slot cut in the cartilaginous skull, extending 1.5 mm below the surface, from the midline to a point beyond the lateral margin of SC (Fig. 2a). Animals were kept alive 24 h, 72 h, 30 days, and 60 days after surgery. During surgery, 10 animals were treated by injection into the brain wound of 10 μl of 1% SAPNS RADA16-I. Control animals with the same lesions included 6 injected with isotonic saline (10 μl), 27 earlier cases with knife cuts and no injection allowed to live 6–9 days, and 10 animals that were lesioned negative controls allowed to survive 24 h, 72 h, 30 days, and 60 days after the lesion.

Adult Animals. The 16 adult Syrian hamsters were anesthetized with an i.p. injection of sodium pentobarbital (50 mg/kg), then the animals were fitted in a head holder. The cortex was exposed and aspirated to reveal the rostral edge of the SC and the brachium of the SC on the left side. Each animal received a complete transection of the brachium of the SC (Fig. 3a). In many CNS regeneration models, the lesions are shallow. To make sure there would be no regeneration around the cut, our model used a 2-mm-deep cut. The increased depth prevented axons from growing around the bottom of the cut, ensuring that axons grew through the center of the lesion site rather than around it. In addition, special attention was paid to ensure there was complete transection of the brachium of the SC from the lateral edge to the midline. In the controls, there were no axons that grew through or around the 2-mm-deep lesion site.

With the aid of a sterile glass micropipette, 30 μl of 1% SAPNS solution was injected into the site of the lesion. The surgical opening in the skull was filled with saline-soaked gelfoam, and the overlying scalp was closed with wound clips. Animals were allowed to survive 30, 45, and 90 days from the date of surgery. Behavioral tests for visually guided orienting movements were performed on eight animals with 90-day survival times. Controls, all with lesions, consisted of 4 saline-treated controls and 2 brachium transections performed earlier, 7 with saline injections and 20 with no treatment. All were tested for behavior.

Animal Behavior Testing. All adult animals treated with the SAPNS were tested for visually elicited orienting movements. The animals that survived for 30 days were tested only three times before they were killed. The 45-day survival group was tested eight times. Data were not shown for either the 30- or 45-day groups, because (i) based on previous data, we did not expect to see any behavioral recovery before 6 weeks, and (ii) the data would artificially accentuate a training effect. Controls included normal animals and animals where one eye was removed to determine the rate of spontaneous turning toward the blind side. The group identity of an animal was unknown to the investigator during testing periods. To elicit orienting movements, sunflower seeds were first presented by hand and later with the aid of a white metal wire, on the end of which there was a small black rubber ball, slotted for holding a seed (Fig. 5 a–d). Animals, including nontreated and normal controls, were tested two to three times per week for percent of 90 days. In both normal and blind animals, a turning response could also be elicited by touching the whiskers; therefore, care was taken to avoid whisker contact during visual presentations. Trials were video-recorded for analysis.

Independently, two investigators tested each animal for 10–20 min every other day or less frequently before any responses were seen in the affected field. On each test day, a minimum of 10 presentations were made on each side, with random choice of side. Visually elicited orienting movements were tested repeatedly by presenting a sunflower seed to part of the hamster’s visual field (temporal or nasal, upper or lower), avoiding the nasalmost 45° (41). The stimulus was placed to the animal only when it had been waiting, relatively motionless, on the platform for several seconds. Left and right visual fields were tested, and all trials were videotaped with an overhead camera. A trial was not counted if the animal turned before the visual stimulus presentation commenced, or if the seed came into contact with the whiskers. A trial was counted if a response occurred within 2 sec of stimulus presentation. The completion of a turn was signaled by the animal’s head coming to a stationary position within 5° of the stimulus for at least one-third of a second. Because an eye-enucleated animal generally failed to respond when the stimulus was placed outside the intact visual field, its whiskers were often touched on the blind side to elicit turns in that direction.

Preparation of the SAPNS Solution. The SAPNS solution was prepared by using RADA16-I dry powder (obtained from the laboratory of S.Z.) mixed in an Eppendorf tube. The solution contained 10 mg of RADA16-I powder in 1 ml of Milli-Q water (Millipore), mixed, then sonicated for 30 sec and filtered; this produced 1% SAPNS. We took extra care to ensure that the material was pure by mixing the powder into the liquid and letting it sit at room temperature for 1 month. An indication of its purity was that it remained clear and odorless.

Preparation for Tracing Regenerated Axons. Animals of the 30-, 45-, 60-, and 90-day survival groups were anesthetized with an i.p. injection of sodium pentobarbital (50 mg/kg). These animals received intraocular injections of 1 μl of 1% cholera-toxin subunit B conjugated with FITC into the vitreous humor of the right eye. This was accomplished with a glass micropipette (tip diameter, =10 μm) attached to a Pico Spritzer (General Valve, Fairfield, NJ) (39, 40). The subjects were then returned to their cages, under a heat lamp, and monitored until they recovered.

Four days after intraocular injection, the animals were killed with an overdose of anesthesia and perfused transcardially with 0.9% NaCl and 0.25% NaNO3 (pH 7.4), followed by 2%
paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4). The brains and eyes were removed and postfixed in 2% paraformaldehyde at 4°C for 4 days. For cryoprotection, we placed brains in 30% sucrose at 4°C until they sank. We cut 30-μm parasagittal sections on a cryostat, mounting them directly on gelatin-coated slides.

**Immunolabeling of the Optic Tract Axons.** The mounted sections were air-dried and then washed three times with PBS (pH 7.4) at 10-min intervals and preblocked in PBS (pH 7.4) containing 2% Triton 100, 2% normal rabbit serum, and 2.5% BSA for 30 min at room temperature. The slides were then incubated with goat anticholeragenoid (List Biological Laboratories) (1:8000 dilution)/2% Triton 100/2% normal rabbit serum/2.5% BSA for 48 h at room temperature. Slides were again washed three times in PBS (pH 7.4) and incubated with fluorescent donkey anti-IgG antibodies Alexa-488 (secondary antibody from Invitrogen–Molecular Probes) (1:200 dilution) for 1.5 h at room temperature in a light-protected chamber. Slides were then washed four to five times in PBS (pH 7.4) at 5-min intervals and coverslipped with DAKO mounting slides (DAKO). The slides were visualized by using fluorescence microscopy, and pictures were taken with a Kodak DCS 520 digital camera. To reconstruct the locations of regenerated axons in the SC, serial sections were analyzed.
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